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TAD: 'Busted Circuits And Ringing Ears' DVD Due In
February - Nov. 29, 2007

MVD has set a February 19, 2008 release date for the
"Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears" DVD from Seattle
"grunge" pioneers TAD. According to a press release, the
disc contains archival footage spanning the band's entire
career, from the club days to the arenas. The documentary
also utilizes insightful interviews from some of Seattle's
most respected musicians including Krist Novoselic
(NIRVANA), Chad Channing (NIRVANA), Kim Thayil
(SOUNDGARDEN), Mark Arm (MUDHONEY), Mark
Felchtone (ZEKE), and many others.

The audience will be taken on a musical journey from the
highest of the highs, to the bands all time lows. It's truly a
frustrating story of the band's repeated bad luck
juxtaposed with a close-up look at their influential musical
approach. As Charles Cross (author/writer) states in the
movie, this is a story of, "What could have been as
opposed to what was."

Commented TAD bassist Kurt Danielson: "TAD took the
idea of playing live very seriously; it was a life or death
matter. This DVD not only stands as testimony to that
claim, but it's also a cinematic document of the world's
HEAVIEST band EVER (as Bruce Pavitt so incisively puts
it) bodily stretching that assertion beyond any previously
known limitations. Better than a tattoo, it's an open scar
that roars, a broken alarm bell ringing from the lost event
horizon of a long-dead star, one we could never see —
that is, until this DVD clipped it back onto the light box of
the silver screen, where it can be deciphered and viewed
anew. This documentary telescopes the musical pathology
of TAD down into the image of an electrocardiograph
recording the minor-mode melody of a final infarct, a
demented soundtrack that is neither tame nor de-clawed.
It was never meant to be. Dare to feel it, and, like me, risk
bleeding internally." 
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To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist,
homophobic or threatening comments, or anything that may
violate any applicable laws, please send an e-mail to
bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details. Anyone
posting such material will be immediately and permanently
banned. IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing
these conditions.

COMMENT | 
posted by : PikeChopsaw
11/29/2007 3:13:54 PM

WOOD>>>>>GOBLINS!!!

WOOD>>>>>GOBLINS!!!

WOOD>>>>>GOBLINS!!!

WOOD>>>>>GOBLINS!!!

COMMENT | Alright, TAD!!
posted by : cinephantasm
11/29/2007 3:59:57 PM

Previously, I've only known MVD for their inferior US
import of Emperor's Emperial Live Ceremony DVD
where there sound was in Monaural and you had to
crank the volume all the way up just to barely here it.
Since I'm a fan of TAD and plan on purchasing this
DVD, you'd better do this one right, MVD!

TAD should reform and tour with Rise Above artists
like Electric Wizard, or Cathedral, or Orange Goblin.
Or, how about While Heaven Wept? Doom onward!
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COMMENT | Tad rocks!!!!
posted by : luniticfringe
11/29/2007 4:05:20 PM

Tad is awesome!!!

COMMENT | Saw these guys years ago as the
opener for...
posted by : Daddy?!
11/29/2007 4:13:33 PM

...Alice In Chains on their "Dirt" tour. Sweetwater and
TAD opened that show. Layne was not yet a junkie
(from what I could tell) at that point.

COMMENT | Tad fucking rule
posted by : Polimar
11/29/2007 4:14:37 PM

Best "grunge" band ever together with Nirvana and
Mudhoney.
I'm gonna buy the DVD.

COMMENT | some heavy shit
posted by : suffer2ascend
11/29/2007 4:27:05 PM

help me Jack Pepsi

COMMENT | TAD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
posted by : pattonplotkin
11/29/2007 4:56:20 PM

When i mention the band Tad to anyone at work the
first thing that say Who? i say "you know that band
from seattle, come on the one with the overweight
singer? Who? thats unfortunate because Tad in my
opinion crushed Pearl Jam and Soundgarden. Tad
Doyle was a classically trained musician who was
convinced that wearing flannel would be a good career
path.

Tad had more catchy songs on one album than
soundgarden had in their last 2. TAD rules!!!! bring
back TAD

COMMENT | I forgot about this band. 
posted by : Ricroc
11/29/2007 5:03:33 PM

I have one of thier albums, I cant remember the name
but it has a big bug on it. The album really kicks ass
though! I'll check my archives tonight. 
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COMMENT | out of print
posted by : kbfore
11/29/2007 5:57:12 PM

All that Tad stuff is out of print. I made a lot of money
on half.com with my cds. 

COMMENT | Tad...
posted by : nodeerforamonth
11/29/2007 5:57:20 PM

Biggest guy in rock.

COMMENT | 
posted by : Rex Banner
11/29/2007 6:21:40 PM

TAD!!!!!!!!!!!! 

COMMENT | INHALER!
posted by : Repro
11/29/2007 6:22:34 PM

Inhaler rules!

Tad Doyle kicked ass!

COMMENT | tad fucking RULED!
posted by : demonlager
11/29/2007 6:29:54 PM

8 way santa was one of the, if not THE best sub pop
release by any of the seattle area bands. killer
band.....great songs.....a lot like gruntruck in that they
never really got the breaks they deserved while so
many of their peers went on to be millionaires.

i'll definitely check out the dvd.

WIRED GOD!!!

COMMENT | Lotta love for Tad here
posted by : King Dinosaur
11/29/2007 6:41:17 PM

Not only did his band rule, he's a hell of a nice guy,
too.

Wood>>>Goblins!!!
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COMMENT | There Was A Local Band From
Brockton, MA...
posted by : Eyesore
11/29/2007 8:59:11 PM

...called XXL that boasted two brothers, each weighing
over 400lbs. I think they were the world's heaviest
band! Haha. The guitarist has since died, though. 

Anyway, Tad kicks ass. Best band from that era. Too
bad they never got the same kind of exposure bands
like Nirvana and Alice In Chains got. 

COMMENT | Great band
posted by : dumptruck
11/29/2007 9:23:57 PM

Nice to see a post about them and all this respect
being passed around. 

COMMENT | 
posted by : gbowles
11/29/2007 10:07:46 PM

I've seen a helluva lot of bands, but few struck me as
being as heavy live as Tad was. One of the few bands
that sound great on cd, but still somehow brings it up
a notch live. they are like a bulldozer crushing the
audience

COMMENT | 
posted by : Neil Young's Cocaine Booger
11/30/2007 12:42:23 AM

TAD>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Cattle
DeCRAPitation

COMMENT | 
posted by : cruel samoan
12/1/2007 1:00:51 PM

Loved the music, sort of grunge's answer to early
Helmet, less keen on Tad's voice, great guitarist
though.

In order to post a comment, please log in first.
If you aren't signed up, sign up now.

BLABBERMOUTH.NET is run and operated independently of Roadrunner
Records. The accuracy of the information contained herein is neither confirmed
nor guaranteed by Roadrunner Records, and the views and opinions of authors
expressed on these pages do not necessarily state or reflect those of
Roadrunner Records or its employees.
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